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 La Silla Problems Report: Last Week   

LPRS 
TEL/INS/ 

GEN 

Description Action 

010564 WFI WFI read-out froze n Assigned. No new occurrence. Suggest closing it. 

010563 harps Gas heating Temp controller Omega CN76000 failing Omega controller replaced with a spare today and it is 
working fine again. 

 

010562 EFOSC Filter wheel encoder failure The wheel was recovered by knocking on the wheel 
encoder. A tested spare unit (full motor-encoder set) 
will be installed. The failing encoder will be maintained. 
Assigned. 

  
 La Silla Problems Report: On Going 

LPRS 
TEL/INS/ 

GEN 

Description Action 

01560 GEN Include in periodic check of fans or 
voltages for ALL LCUs the check of CPU 

battery 

Assigned to JFL 

010559 3.6m Time outs of INIT commands to RA and 
DEC axis given from Status panel are 

too short. 

Assigned to SW 

010556 3.6m No ethernet communication to many 
devices in the 3.6m. 

Same problem reported on Dec 20 2011 occurred today. The 
"central" breaker BBA S262 C10 (lower row circuit C-18 distrib. Box, 
3

rd
 floor) feeding the communication rack tripped and left the 3.6m 

network isolated. The overload seems to come from a 3KVA UPS 
were w3p6ces was connected. I connected the communication rack 
to another circuit and switched off the UPS  and w3p6ces. We need 
to test the beaker in case that it became too sensitive. We should 
keep the LPRS open until the breaker and UPS are tested or 
replaced. 
Assigned 

010553 2.2m Air conditioned at computer room is not 
working 

Assigned to TMES 

010544 NTT TCS process down Assigned to SW 

010543 NTT wlsasm disk almost full Assigned to SW 

010540 NTT SOFI heater power remains at zero 
since a long time 

Assigned to PSI 

010538 NTT The telescope StartUp failed Assigned to TMES 

    

010532 GEN Telephone or line 4541 too noisy Looking for someone to take care. In the mean time, assigned to 
TMES-Maint 

010505 ASM All sky Camera: Images every 20 min Another change will be installed in the first half of November.  In 
Progress 

010500 2.2m The guiding star constantly is jumping 
out of the box 

The problem repeated in Oct 29th. Tests are going to be done in 
November. Monitoring 

010475 NTT Template to find center of rotation after 
EFOSC 2 re-installation 

AGO is working on this. On Going 

010471 3.6m HARPS ICS software does not warn 
about POLSM and DCVR hardware 

interlock 

ASE to take it over in his next shift in La Silla. OPEN 

010433 NTT SOFI La Silla Remedy Nightlog To be done in October 11
th
 Tech.Time and then to be followed by 
JUR. Open 

010420 3.6m HARPS alarm display status JUR to work when in La Silla. Open. 

010261 2.2m WFI Filter error doesn’t abort DOME 
FLAT OB 

During next shift of JUR in La Silla (21 to 28 of October) she will look 
into it. Open 

 

010208 3.6m HARPS Encoder positions of HARPS 
retarded plate 

Panel is installed (AGO). Assigned to C.Melo. Open 

 

 La Silla On-Hold Problems 

LPRS 
TEL/INS/ 

GEN 

Description Action 



010515 NTT AgwsControl: Failed to query guide-start catalogue GVA: There were no problem from cathalog of sw point 
of view, there were a simple hole of GS in that position 
in usno cathalog, is not very common, but it happens.   

ON HOLD 

010509 3.6m HARPS failed to retrieve TCS headers This is a known problem and a restart is required. To 
be closed once included it in WiKi 

010455 ASM All sky camera doesn’t work properly SBIG is testing the old (original) camera. Once 
repaired will be installed back. ON HOLD. 

010367 NTT Fall back init mode activated for unknown reasons in 
Mask/Slit wheel 

Year 2011: ON HOLD 
To be Closed if no new event. 

010307 NTT SOFI noise problem This problem is kept open to collect information. No 
news. This is a kind of problem that can be better 

followed in the Wiki. ON HOLD 

009811 NTT EFOSC reflections (new?) Year 2008: Information to be included in the WiKi and 
close it 

Wheel was exchange but, no improvement was seen. 
Moreover some mechanical interference was 

observed. ON HOLD 

009312 NTT NTT AO action repository Year 2008: Information to be included in the WiKi and 
close it 

To keep it under the same condition 

009214 NTT EFOSC bright features (ghosts?) in spectro-
polarimetric data calibrations 

Year 2007: Information to be included in the WiKi 
Wheel was exchange but, no improvement was seen. 

Moreover some mechanical interferences were 
observed. ON HOLD 

 

 
 La Silla Technical Action Points 

Telescope 

/General/ 

Safety 

Create 

Date 
Problem Short Description Action Status Responsib

le 

Deadline 

3.6m 15/11/11 
In 3.6m TCS, include as 
Engineering preset one 
called "Lock Pins" 

This Lock Pins position is the HA and 
DEC position where the absolute 
encoders show 5000 and where the 
Lock pins can be inserted. The old 
preset PARK could be replaced by this 
new one in case it is easier than 
creating a new one. 

 

New   

NTT 22/03/11 
An alarm panel that monitors 
SOFI instrument status 

The solution will be transferred to JUR. It 
is necessary to check the alarms in a 
periodical maintenance. 

Assigned Software 
(Paranal) 

August 
2011 

3.6m 26/01/11 
The installation of the tip-tilt 
table required the 
implementation of dedicated 
software. 

All modifications have been done and 
tested. The table is working and the offer 
to the community will be after GLO 
presents a final report and the Director 
approves it. 
 

Closed with 
delay 

Software July 14th 

2.2m 15/08/11 
ThAr lamp in FEROS 
calibration unit does not have 
enough range to align 

To modify the ThAr holder to allow more 
displacement in all axes. To discuss it 
with JPI 

Assigned Mechanics 
(Paranal) 

30/09/11 

2.2m 16/08/11 
Modify pointing models at 
2.2m to have 4 independent 
coefficients per instrument 

All three instruments at the 2.2m 
telescope use the same pointing model. 
To modify this. Already discussed with 
IKA and it shall be studied by ASE in his 
next shift in La Silla. 

New Software 
(Paranal) 

Not 
assigned 

General 9/13/09 
The freeze of VLT and/or 
MIDAS 
software with their libraries in 
La 
Silla and the corresponding 
hardware potential failure. 

MPA and IKA have to get in phase to 
work together. 
This TAP becomes an historical one!! 

Assigned. 
Pending 

Software/I

T 
(Paranal) 

31/08/10 

General  9/01/11 
Installation of cable channel 

and power for safety cameras 
system 

The 3.6m and SEST cameras have been 

installed. Only connection and activation 
is left to AWR 
 

Assigned IT 01/04/11 

 

 La Silla Change Requests NTT 
CRE Number Telescope/ 

General 
Description Status 

LSO CRE CBB 0000206: Documents repository migration and maintenance 

LSO-CRE-ESO-
80010-0002 

General Procedure to semi-automate 
the shutdown of La Silla WS in 

case of emergency 

MPA is working in the scripts and testing it in Paranal. After the general 
power failure it is clear that this action should be moved to high priority 

given the time and effort that takes to recover the machines and the 
system. Going on in Paranal. 



CRE-CCB-0000089 General Dome status machine 
relocation 

Comments have been received from MST and MPA. The proposal of 
the ftp machine by MPA could be the solution. 

LSO-CRE-ESO-

82400-1000 

 

General Single Mode Fibre deployment 

in La Silla. 

Key areas of national telescopes will be upgraded with a new single 

mode fiber network which will permit a 1 GHz connection. 

 
 

 La Silla Projects, Studies or Special Works  
Telescope/ Instrument 

DESCRIPTION Action 

Pajonales Substation 
The HV lines protections are replaced in the substation.Protections were installed and 

tested successfully.  
 

 

 La Silla Miscellaneous 

Item DESCRIPTION 

Policlinic 
• Just a minor incident due to an allergic reaction to sun suffered by a Euler telescope staff. 

• We had the visit of ACHS supervisor Mr. Jaime Rodriguez who replaces Mss. Loreto Diaz. 

Infrasturcture 
• As usual for the year date change, Genesys block all card accessible doors and it took a couple of 

days to restore the normal operation.  

Logistic 
• Starting January 1

st
 LAN will modify their flights schedule (once more). 

• During the summer season, the Wednesday morning transport (DNOS) will leave a bit earlier to fit with 
the La Serena – Coquimbo pick up transport. 

•  

 
 

Weekly Report of La Silla TMES/DNOS/SLAS 21.12.2011- 02.01.2012  
Prepared by: TMES-DNOS 

 

NTT EFOSC NTT 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

26.12 EMA, PSI Filter Wheel failed when sent to position. En encoder lamp degradation is most 

probable as it started to work after knocking on it. A lamp replacement is pending 

L010562 

29.12 GSM Refilling Dewar LN2 50Lts.  

02.01 AGO Remove r#786,#r#787 from EFOSC2 setup request webpage and config panel  

2.01 GSM AMA 
JFL MCA 

Removing EFOSC to install ASTRALUX in focus B. It was not possible to roll in the 
protecting canvas from the string and we had to do it manually and fix it with tape. 

 

 

NTT SOFI NTT 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 

NTT Telescope/Adapters/Dome/Hydraulics NTT 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

02.01 AMA GSM 

AGO JVI 
MCA JFL 

Installing ASTRALUX in focus B. The flange was installed rotated by 90 degrees 

which was not a problem since it is simetric, but we had to refer to the rotator itself 
to install the camera at the right angle. The rotator was balanced and the 
installation was documented with pictures. The network fibres were properly 

labelled at the Focus B side. 

 

02.01 JFL Helping ASTRALUX staff to connect their equipment and implement the network 

configuration in their computers for proper communication within the VLAN “106”. 

 

02.01 AGO Centerfield focus in simulation  

26.12-02.01 EVE, GAG, 
FVA 

Daily inspect ion  building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

26-28.12 EMA, AGO, 
BAH, AMA, 
GSM, PSI 

Some warnings showed up Hydraulics panel on TCS WS. These prevented the HB 
to go online. After an alarm reset in HB rack, the warnings disappeared. We are 
investigating the origin of these warnings but for that we need to gather more 

information about the Hydraulics PLC program and operation.  

There are many things on the NTT hydraulics that are not really clear and 

undocumented, like status signals and some operational issues on how to backup 
to manual mode in case of failure. There are some error and warning signals that 
need to be understood. All documentation is in Italian and most of it hand-written 

so we urgently need to have it translated to English and transcribed to digital 
format. I have scanned into pdf most of the Italian descriptions and distributed to 

 



TMES and it would be great if we can get it translated soon. 

On the mean time the hydraulics seem to be working but ignoring some warnings. 
We are analysing the existent information and doing some cross-training on its 
operational issues at the same time. 

As part of the testing of the plant we switched it from pumps #1 to pumps #2 in 
order to improve even wear.  

24-25.12 AGO, PSI Improved the script to perform the M1 actuators Temporal Gain measurements 
(M1 Test 03). This script updates the Online Database each time it is run because 

the LCU function that performs the measurement (TGONE), writes the new gain on 
the database. Therefore, to restore all previous gains into the LCU database, a 
reboot of the LCU needs to be done after the test assuming no backup of the 

database is made prior to it. The backup of the database new values was 
performed automatically by the script if no negative gains were found. However, a 
very low gain like less than 0.2 could make the M1force setting to fail due to too 
long time to move, so I have modified the script to discard the new data whenever 

a gain is less than 0.5. In this case, the new values are not backed up and an LCU 
reboot should restore previous data. If the gains are all above 0.5, then the new 
values are saved even though some of them may be out of specs (outside the 

range 2.4 – 3.0). Anyway, the out of range values are clearly printed in the 
generated report so the actuators can be checked later. Finally, the dummy gains 
of 0.2 that used to have the 3 Fixed Points (7, 29, 50) have been changed to 1.0 

now to avoid triggering the new <0.5 threshold of the check.  

 

 

ASM                                      Dimm                                                                                                        ASM                                                                                  

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 

 

 

3.6M HARPS 3.6M 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

27.12 AMA, PSI CFC Gas Temp Controller failed. The Omega CN76000 unit that controls the 

exhaust gas heater begin to reset itself with no reason as if having an internal 
power fail from time to time. Even though the temp control remained operational in 
between resets, we decided to replace the unit with a spare one. Temp control Ok 

now at 10C. 

L010563 

 

29.12 GSM, GAG Refilling Dewar LN2 120 Lts. 29.12 

24.12 AGO, PSI An old Omega Temp. Controller that was used for the former Iodine Cell of HARPS 
calibration lamps unit was still connected and displaying setting values when Lamp 
2 was turned on (Rack with Lamp units in Harps room, lhaics2). This lamp 2 does 

not exist anymore and the lamp slot is used by the FP fibre (permanently on). For 
some reason this lamp 2 unit was turned on by the software and the Omega 
controller was also turned on. We have unplugged the 220V from this controller to 

avoid confusion.  

 

 

3.6M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 3.6M 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

26.12-02.01 EVE, GAG, 
FVA 

Daily inspection building  and  telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

26.12 GSM,FVA Inspection controller Carrier motor service building   

26.12 GSM Test call system alarm Carrier service building  

27.12 GSM, EMA Cleaning M1 with CO2  

29.12 FVA, EVE Change fan # 3 North M1  

1-2.01.2012 JFL Trying to access the AIRCO (CARRIER) remotely by installing a IP/RS232 
converter and using a virtual Com port in the CONFORT server PC. I conclude that 

CONFORT software does not recognizes virtual ports while the WINNT does it. A 
new attempt via modem will be tried. 

 

22.12 LWE, BAH, 

PSI 

Water leak in telescope structure. There was an increase in water pressure in the 

cooling system due to a pump that failed which produced several water leaks on 
the hoses close to the delta twist. The leaks were repaired and no water damage 
was found.  

L010557 

22.12 EMA, PSI Delta Init failure: as consequence of the work due to the water leak, very close to 
the delta encoder cabling, the init pulse was not found by the system when 

attempted to initialize delta. However, after inspecting all cables and connectors 
and finding nothing wrong, the init pulse started to work fine again. Probably a bad 
contact only. An LPRS to SOF was issued to fix a problem of time-outs too short in 

the TCS software making one to think that there is an init failure.  

L010559 

 

2.2M WFI 2.2M 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

02/12 AGO New script under tcsRecoverKeyword.csh under /tmp directory to recover tcs fits  



 

2.2M FEROS 2.2M 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

2.2M GROND 2.2M 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 

2.2M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 2.2M 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

26-30.12 FVA,GSM,  Daily inspect ion  building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

 

1.54M Danish 1.54M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 

 

REM LN2 System/Telescope/Instrument REM 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

26.12 PSI Removed laptop connection to telescope drives since the servo adjusting was 
finished. Laptop left in my office and ETEL serial cable left inside TCS cabinet. 

 

    

 

Schmidt QUEST Cam/Telescope/Dome/Hydraulics Schmidt 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

26-30.12 EVE, GSM Inspection dome and hydraulic system, departure and stop of daily operation  

23.12 BAH, PSI Dome vigneting problems. It seems that the dome can get stuck in certain azimuth 
angles. Tests showed that the dome is being slowed down by some of the bad 
shape wheels making it to lag behind the telescope or not arrive at all to position. 

New wheels are urgently needed. On the mean time if the dome gets stuck rotating 
in one direction it can always be freed by rotating in the reverse direction. 

 

23.12 PSI Startup sequence: it was found an incorrect sequence in the telescope startup 

making it to ignore the dome initialization after correcting it for offsets, so the 
encoder offsets were accumulating from one night to the other (this could explain 
also the cases of dome vigneting).  

 

 

Other Tel National Telescopes Instrument/Dome/Hydraulics Other Tel 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 

General NTCCD General 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 

Site General Maintenance and Infrastructure Site 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

27.12 GAG Inspection of levels wells of water in Pelicano  

26.12-02.01 GAG Inspection Sub stations and water plant   

27.12 FVA IN-1D –UPS- Power house – Heating Plant  M 

29.12 FVA, GAG Change probes of level water sub station  #3  

 

Site Logistics / Safety / Security Site 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

01-03.01 JFL Starting the new year, we had the usual problem with Genesys that blocks the 

access to all card controlled doors when changing the year date. When trying to 
apply the well known work around, we could just update the administration zone but 
telescopes controllers were not accessible by the Genesys server. After some long 

searching we could locate the access controller of each telescope zone and, after a 
power cycle, we could update (down date??) the controller and restore the 
functionality. 

 

 

 

Misc. Miscellaneous Misc. 



Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

26.12 PSI Issued an LPRS to add the check of the CPU batteries of the LCUs to prevent 
them to lose their boot parameters during power fails. 

L010560 

24.12 AGO, PSI Reconnected and tested PC Xterms in 3.6m 3erd floor old control room. There 
were disconnected from the network during last Polcor run. 

 

31.12 JFL, LSC We had the opportune visit of Linda  Schmidtobreick in New Years eve who, despite 
the date and the tourist characteristic of the visit, gently acceded to help us with 
some problems with VA’s OBs. 

 

27.12 GAG Inspection of levels wells of water in Pelicano  

26-30.12 GAG Inspection Sub stations and water plant   

27.12 FVA IN-1D –UPS- Power house – Heating Plant  M 

29.12 FVA, GAG Change probes of level wáter sub station  #3  

30.12 JFL Helping VA R. Kneissl with p2pp-OBs  
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List of Acronyms 
ACO: Alex Correa DHA (Paranal) 

AGO: Andrés González TMES 
ALE: Angélica León DNOS 

AMA: Agustin Macchino   TMES 

API: Aldo Pizarro  ELC (Paranal) 

ASA: Ariel Sánchez DNOS 
AWR: Andy Wright IT (Paranal) 

BAH: Bernardo Ahumada TMES 

CSP: Christian Spille SAFETY (Paranal) 

DVE: Doralisa Vejar ESACH 
 

 

 

EMA: Eduardo Matamoros DNOS 

EVE: Enrique Vera TMES 
FCA: Francisco Cáceres DNOS 

FLA: Francisco Labraña DNOS 

FOL: Francisco Olivares MEC (Paranal) 

FVA: Francisco Valdivia ESENER 
GAG: Gregorio Aguilera SERVITODO 

GIH: Gerardo Ihle 

GES: Gerardo Smith ESENER 

 
 

 

 

IES: Ivonne Espinoza ESACH 

JAL: Javier Alarcón DNOS 
JDU: Javier Duk SLAS 

JFI: José Figueroa MEC (Paranal) 

JFL: Juan Fluxá TMES 

JPI: Juan Carlos Pineda MEC (Paranal) 
JUR: Josefina Urrutia SOF (Paranal) 

JVA: Javier Valenzuela   ODT (Paranal) 

JVI: Jorge Vilaza   TMES 

 

LWE: Luis Wendegass TMES 

MCA: Mónica Castillo DNOS 
PIA: Andrés Pizarro SAFETY (Paranal) 

MPA : Marcus Pavez IT (Paranal) 

MPI: Manuel Pizarro DNOS 

PAR: Pablo Arias DNOS 
PSI: Peter Sinclaire  TMES 

 

 


